Purdey Chambraud
FRONT-END DEVELOPER
purdeychambraud.com

purdey.chambraud@gmail.com

github.com/Yedrup
LinkedIn

06 95 32 82 70

Passionate French Front-End Developer with 3 years of experience in security
and e-commerce industries, working on mobile and desktop applications,
refactoring website to be responsive.

JOBS

SKILLS

Inwebo - Front-End Developer (March 2018 - April 2020) - 2 years

Technologies

Develop features and maintain desktop and mobile applications using different
stacks (Electron, Ionic v1 (Angularjs), Ionic v3/v4 (Angular X))
Create an Express.js server embedded in an Electron authentication application
establishing connection between the browser and the application
Work on process of customization of the main authentication application (mobile
and desktop) in order to produce and deliver to customers their own packages of the
main applications
Industrialize the build process of customized applications (mobile and desktop) using
a Node.js script. The script clones the project from the repository, builds the artifacts
of all customization directories available, deploys the artifacts on a server and send a
report by email with build and deployment status
Develop the new administration console with Ionic v4 (Angular X) and Electron
consuming Inwebo's API

Beauteprivee - Front-End Developer (2017-2018) - 1 year
Work on responsive refactoring of the website using Foundation CSS framework
Improve the front-end development environment implementing a package manager,
a task runner, a bundler and a transpiler
Integrate templates in PHP
Implement CSS code structure BEMIT (BEM + ITCSS) in order to harmonize the
codebase
Create reports about best practices in e-commerce environment (scalability, SEO,
performance)
Update jQuery version and libraries related using it as dependency

Dailymotion - Ofﬁce Manager / Executive Assistant (2014-2017) - 3 years
Numberly - Ofﬁce Manager / Executive Assistant (2013-2014) - 1 year

EDUCATION
2018 - Front-End Developer, L'Ecole Multimedia
2014 - Bachelor's Degree Bilingual Administrative Manager, CPEA Paris
2014 - DEESAD European diploma of superior studies to become an Executive Assistant,
FEDE
2012 - Master Degree (level) in Spanish research, Paris Sorbonne IV
2010 - Bachelor's Degree in Spanish, UVSQ (University Versailles Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines)

JavaScript
Node.js
TypeScript
HTML
CSS

Frameworks - Libraries
React
Express.js
Electron
Angular (1.x, X)
Ionic
Gatsby
Material UI
RxJS
MobX
D3.js
jQuery
Sass
Fondation (Zurb)
Webpack
Gulp

Softwares
git/ Github/ Gitlab
VS Code
Photoshop
Illustrator
Jira

Languages
French
English
Spanish

HOBBIES
Video Games
Board Games
Serie Addict
Coding
Reading
Painting

